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4) Path P containing two nondiameter links is constructed as 

where M # I and M # K. The routing distance of P is R, = 

H(I, K )  + 2. Since HU, M) + H(M, L )  2 HU, L), we have R, 2 R,. 
Therefore, routing algorithm C provides the shortest path 
that contains two nondiameter links Note that if M satisfies 
HU, M )  + H(M,  L )  = HU; L), path P has the same distance 
as the path by routing algorithm C and can be used as its 
alternate path. 

foiiows: (I ,  J) (r, M )  + (M,  I )  + (M, K )  --f (K,  M )  3 (K, L), 

HU, M )  + H(I,  K )  + H ( M ,  L )  + 2. From (3), R, = HU, L )  + 

5) It is obvious from the definition of routing algorithm B*. 
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Abstract-The circular list-based mutual exclusion algorithm proposed 
by Fu and Tzeng [ I ]  is subject to a race condition that leads to a 
deadlock under subtle situations. An execution sequence evidences 
the race, and a modified version is provided. The performance of the 
original algorithm remains unchanged. 

Index Terms-Critical sections, race conditions, deadlocks, atomic 
instructions. 

1 lNTRODUCTlON 

THE Acquae-lock procedure an 
article [I] of this transaction are subject to a race condihon which 
can lead to a disruption of the privilege consignation process un- 
der subtle situations. 

The race condition is evidenced by tracing a few steps of a 
computation. The original algorithm is reproduced in Fig. 1, 
with a label for each statement. Suppose there are two processes 
that are competing for the root lock: the header and the successor. 
Each arrives at the top level with the value of 1 - >next pointing 
to itself. Table 1 details a sequence of events that ends with proc- 
ess successor spinning forever, waiting for some other process to 
write FALSE to its wait bit, but no one will. This results in a 
deadlock, and no process may enter its critical section any more. 

The cause of the problem can be explained by focusing on a 
process executing li?e A7 in any computation. Presumably, the 
action is meant to clear the bit for the later detection of a wake-up 
signal from someone else leaving its critical section. What can go 
wrong is that the signal may arrive earlier than the action of line 
A7 itself and, then, the action unknowingly overwrites the 
FALSE value which is meant to be detected as the sig 
a typical race and could happen under subtle situa 
context switching of the successor process. Notice that the same 
type of race could also ha ess executes line R8. 

The problem is due to coordination between 
the waiting process and ling process associated with a 
waif bit. A modified version, which satisfies mutual exclusion and 
deadlock freedom, is given in Fig. 2. This is achieved simply by 
setting the wait bit TRUE soon enough in order to prevent the race 
condition as in Table 1. The modrfications include: 

1) substituting X2 for A2, X7 for A7, X8 for A8, X13 for A13, 

2) swapping line R7 and line R8. 
Notice that the privilege consignation procedure for the global 

header without the swap-and-compare primitive also needs a modi- 
fication to prevent the same problem. Specifically, those processes 
that need to wait for a wake-up signal are subject to the same race 
condition. A similar modificahon is suggested. 
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process actions process state afterwards 
header A5 I->next=nil 

level=root-level 
 root-level] =header 
I->wait=FALSE 
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description of the events 
I am the global header. 

A0 
A1 int level; 

Acquire-Lock(Lock L, node *I) { 

A2 I->wait =FALSE; 

I - >next = header 
level=root-level 
L [ root-level 1 =SuCCeSSOr 
I->wait=FALSE 

A3 
A4 
A5 
>next); 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A10 
All 
nil); 

I/ I should wake up headerwhen I am done. 

I->next = my-proc-id; 
for (level =l; level <= root-level; level++) { 

I->next = fetch-and-store (L[level], I- 

if (I->next != nil) { 

I 
if (level < root-level) 

I->wait = TRUE; 
break; 

I->next = fetch-and-store (L[level], 

A12 ] 
A13 while &>wait); 
A14 ] 

RO 
R1 if @>next == nil) ( 
R?. while (1) { 
R3 I->next = my-proc-id; 
R4 swap-and-compare(L[level], I->next, 
nilk 

Release-lock(1ock L, node *I) { 

R5” if (I->next == my-proc-id) 
R6 retum; 
R7 I->next->wait = FALSE; 
R8 I->wait = TRUE; 
R9 
R10 

while (I->wait); 
I 

1 
I->next->wait = FALSE; 

1 

A0 
A1 
x2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
>next); 
A6 
x7 
X8 
A9 
A10 
All 
nil): 

New-Acquire-Lock(Lock L, node *I) ( 
int level; 
I->wait = TRUE; 
I->next = my-proc-id; 
for (level =l; level <= root-level; level++) [ 

I->next = fetch-and-store (L[level], I- 

if (I->next != nil) { 
while (I->wait); 
retum; 

I 
if (level < root-level) 

I->next = fetch-and-store (L[level], 
~ ~~ 

Ai2 ) 
X13 
A14 1 

1 * empty line */ 

RO 
R1 
R2 while (1) [ 
R3 I->next = my-proc-id; 
R4 swap-and-compare(L[level], I->next, 

R5 if (I->next == my-proc-id) 
R6 retum; 
R8* 
line R8 */  
RTI I->next->wait = FALSE; 
R9 while (I->wait); 
R10 I 
R11 1 
R12 I->next->wait = FALSE; 
R13 ] 

New-Release-lock(1ock L, node *I) { 
if (I->next == nil) [ 

nil); 

I->wait = TRUE; / * swap line R7 and 

Fig. 1. Acquire and release procedures of the circular list- 
based scheme given in [l]. 

Fig. 2. Modified procedures of the circular list-based scheme. 

IIheader I A6 ~ I I->next=nil I The test result is neaative. II 

Since the modifications involve only rearranging the order of a 
few statements, neither an extra computation step nor extra net- 
work traffic is incurred by such changes. As a result, the perform- 
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